As businesses become more international, your employees need access to enterprise applications wherever they are travelling. But up until now this has meant unsecured Wi-Fi networks, high data roaming charges, or prepaid SIM cards. Tata Communications MOVE SIM Connect takes a new approach by offering multinational businesses:

• **Secure global mobile data access via a global SIM** – bringing easy implementation and extendibility to your unified communications, including dedicated VPN-to-Cloud connectivity

• **Extended reach** – covering 200 destinations and more than 600 connected networks globally

• **Network independence** – thanks to Smart SIM technology enabling registration on any available wireless network

• **Greater cost control** – with zero upfront costs, a single global contract, transparent billing and simple data usage model

• **Rapid time to market** – as little as 1-day turnaround for standard configuration and SIM shipping

• **High quality user experience** – delivered through Tata Communications’ own globally distributed network, infrastructure and customer support
CONTROL COSTS, BOOST PRODUCTIVITY

Tata Communications MOVE SIM Connect liberates your travelling employees to make the most of their working day while keeping roaming costs under control – bringing predictability to your employees mobile spend.

Key features include:

• **Function-rich management portal** – offering secure visibility and insight into international mobile usage and costs
• **Shared data plans** – a much more efficient way to consume mobile data than managing individual user allocations
• **API suite** – for easy integration of your applications
• **Enterprise** - specific branding or white labelled portals– enabling customisation
• **Flexible policy controls** – to manage employee mobile data usage
• **eSIM-ready** – enabling more user control, including remote provisioning, deletion and change of service.

“`The market needs large-scale operators such as Tata Communications which are able to scale up activity in a market so far populated by small commercial aggregators and mobile virtual network operators.”

- GLOBAL CONNECTIVITY: OEMS BECOME CONNECTIVITY PROVIDERS, DARIO TALMESIO, OVUM, 28 AUGUST 2015.

ABOUT TATA COMMUNICATIONS

Tata Communications is a leading global provider of a new world of communication, with its roots in the emerging markets. Headquartered in Mumbai and Singapore, it has more than 8,000 employees across 38 countries. The $3.2 billion company is listed on the Mumbai Stock Exchange and the National Stock Exchange of India and is the flagship telecoms arm of the $103.3 billion Tata group.

We leverage our advanced solutions capabilities and domain expertise to deliver managed solutions to multinational enterprises, media companies and communications service providers. Our Tata Global Network includes one of the world’s most advanced and extensive submarine cable networks, and a Tier-1 IP network, delivering connectivity to more than 200 countries and territories:

• 240+ Internet PoPs and 17 DDoS scrubbing farms spread globally
• Over 710,000 km of owned fibre and 600+ Points of Presence
• Over 20 Terabits of international bandwidth lit capacity
• More than 1.5 million sq. ft. of data centre space across 44 global locations
• 4000+ experts across 40 international locations serving customers across 126 countries
• Five global service contact centres providing support 24/7/365

For more information, visit us at [www.tatacommunications.com](http://www.tatacommunications.com)